WES @WESpicks · Feb 13
#AIEA2015: Enhance impact of internationalization w. @DrEducationBlog @UnionNottingham @NUSingapore @USouthFlorida ow.ly/J0Qpg

Intead @Intead · Feb 13
What is the intl reach, impact and potential of #OnlineED for students outside North America? Find out Feb 18, 11:00 am at #AIEA2015

Global Teacher Edu @GTEorg · Feb 13
This Weekend! #AIEA2015: #InternationalEd administrators addressing #21stCentury issues ow.ly/I5arZ

Bhakti @Bhakti · Feb 15
And the excitement begins! #AIEA2015

Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen · Feb 15
Leaving for the first external mission for @TheEAIE #AIEA2015 #Washington superb

Vinitha Gengatharan @vgtoronto · Feb 15
Great pre-conference workshop on implementing strategic international partnerships #AIEA2015
Craig T. Cobane Ph.D @DrCTC_WKU · Feb 15
we want students to be inter-culturally competent “over there” but they are not
inter-culturally competent here @WKUOIDI @WKUOIP #AIEA2015

Craig T. Cobane Ph.D @DrCTC_WKU · Feb 15
“CIOs do not have power, they have influence” Donna Scarboro GWU
@AIEAWorld @WKUOIP @WKUStudyAbroad @WKUHonors #AIEA2015

Craig T. Cobane Ph.D @DrCTC_WKU · Feb 15
Centralized vs Decentralized international education structure? Which is better
for the students? for the institution? @AIEAWorld #AIEA2015

Helen Zimmerman @Helen_Zimmerman · Feb 15
Kicking off at #AIEA2015 tomorrow with keynote by @gsiemens 'The
Grandfather of MOOCs'. Looks like a great conference.

Curtis S. Chin @CurtisSChin · Feb 15
@AIEAWorld Have a great #AIEA2015: #educationmatters – funding alone not
the solution: teachers, parents, kids, administrators all matter

Koç University OIP @kocunivoip · Feb 15
Our @kocunivoip team is attending to one of great #HigherEd events in
#WashingtonDC #AIEA2015 conference. @AIEAWorld

Dr. Rahul Choudaha @DrEducationBlog · Feb 16
Presenting 2 sessions @AIEAWorld on retention & impact assessment #intled
#globaled bit.ly/17gU2SR #AIEA2015
Denis Akhapkin @Vertum - Feb 16
Jon Rubin @SUNY explains what COIL is - not a platform but a model of teaching #AIEA2015

Craig T. Cobane Ph.D @DrCTC_WKU - Feb 16
In past 15 years, International Students have grown by 72% in USA creates culture challenges & opportunities for CDO/SIO @WKUOIP #AIEA2015

Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen - Feb 16
Finally able to kick off the #AIEA2015 experience! Even cancelled flights cannot stop @TheEAIE from arriving!

Helen Zimmerman @Helen_Zimmorman - Feb 16
Great to hear about work by @BettyLeask ioc.global influencing initiatives on Internationalisation #AIEA2015

April Fawson @afawson - Feb 16
Learning more about regulatory compliance at #AIEA2015

Simon Evans @DrSimonEvans - Feb 16
First session of #AIEA2015 about to get underway - data and the shaping of internationalisation strategies - looking forward to it very much
Beckie Smith @Beckie_ThePIE · Feb 16
"The rhetoric is there: the reality is not yet there" when it comes to internationalisation - Fiona Hunter talks data #AIEA2015

Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen · Feb 16
10 major trends in #intled described at #AIEA2015 by former @TheEAI president Fiona Hunter; #variety #diversity

Simon Evans @DrSimonEvans · Feb 16
At #AIEA2015, @eegronpolak speaking about the IAU surveys on globalisation - rationales, challenges and lessons learned

Beckie Smith @Beckie_ThePIE · Feb 16
“Academic issues create more problems for [joint degree] programmes than administrative issues": need to engage faculty from start #AIEA2015

Intead @Intead · Feb 16
"Institutional culture drives structure " fanta aw @ aiea2015

Kirsten Kazlauskas @kazlaukc · Feb 16
97% of #Canadian institutions surveyed by @aucc_ca offer international experiences. Discover ways to partner with us at #AIEA2015 🍁
Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen · Feb 16
What should the future of #intled research agenda look like? Impact, outcomes or something else? #AIEA2015

The EAIE @TheEAIE · Feb 16
#AUCC data shows imperfect alignments between HEI and government priorities in #highered #AIEA2015

Francisco Marmolejo @fmarmole · Feb 16
97% of #Canadian institutions surveyed by @aucc_ca offer intl.#highered experiences, although only 3% of FT students #studyabroad #AIEA2015

The EAIE @TheEAIE · Feb 16
Internationalisation of #highered requires interdisciplinary cooperation #AIEA2015

Gen Next Education @genextedu · Feb 16
#AIEA2015 Opening Plenary underway "Interdisciplinary education is a must" @MohamedAbdel-Kader

Beckie Smith @Beckie_ThePIE · Feb 16
Mohamed Abdel-Kader, US DoE: #globaled becoming civil rights issue of our time. Can’t leave students behind #AIEA2015
Gen Next Education @gnextedu · Feb 16
@gsiemens delivers opening plenary on "Changing and Becoming" #AIEA2015

Karin Fischer @karinfischer · Feb 16
At #AIEA2015, @maktweet says #studyabroad needs to be more inclusive....But how?

Ben Wildavsky @Wildavsky · Feb 16
@gsiemens Need to go from unbundling to rebundling. That's how we understand the world. #AIEA2015

Helen Zimmerman @Helen_Zimmerman · Feb 16
Moving from changing to becoming @gsiemens Opportunity to remake education #AIEA2015

Ben Wildavsky @Wildavsky · Feb 16
@gsiemens: At system level, learning analytics become competitive advantage and not just classroom learning technology #AIEA2015

AIEA @AIEAWorld · Feb 16
Opening Plenary speaker @gsiemens at #AIEA2015; sponsored by @WESPicks
Joseph Burrow @BurrowJoseph · Feb 16
Where's the co-created content? How can we partner w/ students to create better learning? #AIEA2015

Nick Gozik@BC @NGBC1 · Feb 16
AIEA session on American exceptionalism & study abroad. Should we actually be growing short-term programs? #AIEA2015

Mark Overmann @MarkOvermann · Feb 16
Currently providing "the view from Washington" to @AIEAWorld conf participants - FY16 exchanges budget, study abroad issues, etc #AIEA2015

Joseph Burrow @BurrowJoseph · Feb 16
@EAatUK Director Tony Ogden promised laughter and delivered explaining the Platinum Rule for faculty engagement #AIEA2015
Intead @Intead · Feb 16
Leading global learning #aiea2015

"The future of education will be distinguished by interactive experiences rather than passive lectures drawing from a global learning platform"
This panel

Karin Fischer @karinfischer · Feb 16
Who defines internationalization & who gets left out? Would int'l ed be different if convo wasn't driven by "majority schools"? #AIEA2015

AIEA @AIEAWorld · Feb 16
#AIEA2015 opening reception

TCNJ Intl Education @TCNJAbroad · Feb 16
Biggest takeaway at AIEA today: @gsiemens sharing how univs have a 40 yr relationship with students, not just 4 yrs #aiea2015
Dr. Sheikha Abdullah Al Misnad speaking via video at the #AIEA2015 presidential plenary

Helen Zimmerman @Helen_Zimmerman · Feb 17
Presidential plenary #AIEA2015 Pres Runte @Carleton_U. Unis 'home to science of the future'; nano sci/tech advances will improve societies

Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen · Feb 17
#AIEA2015 Presidential Plenary: views from Qatar, South Africa, Canada and Mexico on the future of #highered and #intled

Intead @Intead · Feb 17
Branch campuses = intellectual imperialism do you agree? #AIEA2015

Michael McVey @mcveym · Feb 17
When two university presidents on a panel refer directly and indirectly to digital badging of students, we should take notice. #aiea2015

Beckie Smith @Beckie_ThePIE · Feb 17
Prins Nevhutalu: Instead of sending arms to areas of the world fighting for democratisation/human rights, send scholarships #AIEA2015
Jennifer Humphries @JJNHumphries · Feb 17
As institution CEOs we must aggressively lobby our governments not to send arms, but scholarships: P. Ndhutalu, Cape Peninsula U #AIEA2015

Ms. Rise Up @Shantigo · Feb 17
It's the responsibility of university presidents to stop inequality on campuses #AIEA2015

Jennifer Humphries @JJNHumphries · Feb 17
Each institution has a responsibility to support countries to build equity, R. Runte @CUnewsroom #AIEA2015

Dr. Rahul Choudaha @DrEducationBlog · Feb 17
#AIEA2015 SIO role is becoming more professionalized and expectations of entrepreneurial mindset

Fernando León García @DrFernandoLeonG · Feb 17
It's been an honor to participate in the Presidential Plenary Panel #AIEA2015 @AIEAWorld

Fernando León García @DrFernandoLeonG · Feb 17
Entre otras cosas, hoy reflexionamos sobre cómo confrontar y ayudar a resolver inequidades en la educación superior. #AIEA2015 @cetysuni
Jennifer Creamer @genki64 · Feb 17
Interdisciplinarity is key to understanding a globalized world #AIEA2015

Heidi Thompson @heid_intlstudy · Feb 17
Congratulations Gil! #AIEA2015

Joseph Burrow @BurrowJoseph · Feb 17
"Congratulations to Dr. Gil Merkx of @DukeU, recipient of both the 2015 AIEA Klasek and Rutenber Awards" #aiea2015 almost #intied hat trick

Marty Bennett @martybennett · Feb 17
Great data-driven session on Emerging opportunities for Intl Student Recruitment at #AIEA2015 via @clayhensley @michaelwaxman1

emilie romero @EmilieRomero7 · Feb 17
Do low expectations for American study abroad students limit their learning and growth? #AIEA2015 #getOffTheCruiseShip
Joseph Burrow @BurrowJoseph · Feb 17
"We have to get the student off the cruise ship" @Beloit_College SIO Betsy Brewer. @ISEPStudyAbroad couldn't agree more! #AIEA2015

The EAIE @TheEAIE · Feb 17
National and international challenges are co-challenges in #highered #AIEA2015

The EAIE @TheEAIE · Feb 17
Mismatch between needs of economy and #students studyabroad destination choice #AIEA2015

SLU Global @SLU_CGC · Feb 17
CGC is pleased to accept #AIEA2015 award for innovation in International Education.

Joseph Burrow @BurrowJoseph · Feb 17
Digital storytelling as re entry therapy? First session that treats students as the drivers of experience. Thanks @Beloit_College #AIEA2015

ACE_CIGE @ACE_CIGE · Feb 17
Kevin Reilly was absent due to #Octavia2015 but Patti led a fascinating conversation on how SIOs get on the presidential radar! #AIEA2015
Curtis S. Chin @CurtisSChin · Feb 17
RT "@DrChrysalGM: It would be @ the peril of U.S. higher ed to ignore #Africa as a major player and partner #AIEA2015"

The EAIE @TheEAIE · Feb 17
Key to having pre-developed framework in place for dealing with breaches of #AcademicFreedom #highered #AIEA2015

Intead @Intead · Feb 17
Every university has a warehouse of MOUs with international Unis #aiea2015

Noah Sudow @NoahSudow · Feb 17
What's more appropriate than a virtual presentation on virtual exchange! @Soliya #AIEA2015
@5top100 · Feb 18
#5top100 at AIEA2015: E.Chernyshkova is a chair of the Session "The SIO and New Cooperation Opportunities with Top Russian Universities"

@TheIERN · Feb 17
New report on intitled research trends to be released soon MT @MarkusJLaitinen @TheEAIE: Hot highered internationalisation topics AIEA2015

@heidi_intlstudy · Feb 18
Sabine Klahr exhorts membership to vote in annual elections AIEA2015

@afawson · Feb 18
Breakfast, voting and plenary speaker, Eva Egron-Polak = Efficient management of time. Great job! AIEA2015

@TheEAIE · Feb 18
#IAU Global survey shows internationalisation less important for North American highered leaders than for their int'l peers AIEA2015
Jennifer Humphries @JHN Humphries · Feb 18
Eva Egion-Polk @eegronpolak IAU unpacks massive internationalization survey @AIEAWorld #AIEA2015

Markus Laitinen @MarkusJLaitinen · Feb 18
#IAU Global Survey: financial constraints biggest obstacle to #intled across the globe. #AIEA2015 @eegronpolak

Daniel Bremer-Wirtig @danielbremer · Feb 18
Great panel on #FOBESII at #AIEA2015 w/ DCM @EmbamexU, @ECA AS & @ACEducation. @GlobalTiesUS #ExpandYourWorld

UQ in North America @UQNorthAmerica · Feb 18
At #AIEA2015? #UQ will be presenting with @IIEGlobal on the value of strategic partnerships at 11 am in Virginia B. Join the discussion!

NACAC International @NACAC_Intl · Feb 18
Is your institution's SIO on your enrollment management team? Hearing of some great success stories due to their involvement #AIEA2015

Mark Overmann @Mark Overmann · Feb 18
"Bilingualism is not just nice to have, it's a must have in today's globalized world." - @ECA AS #AIEA2015 #mexico #exchange
ACE_CIGE @ACE_CIGE · Feb 18
Intzn Through Technology with @sunnycoilencenter’s Jon Rubin, FSU’s Alison VanNhuys & @ACE_CIGE’s Heather Ward at 11am today! #AIEA2015

Karin Fischer @karinfischer · Feb 18
Support for liberal arts isn’t “starry-eyed idealism. It’s pragmatic b/c it gives students exactly what they need to be employed” #AIEA2015

Elspeth Jones @ElspethJones · Feb 18
Just given a presentation at #AIEA2015 in Washington on Languages and Intercultural Competence. But I’m in Japan. Got to love technology

Kirsten Kazlauskas @kazlaukc · Feb 18
Thanks for a great @AIEAWorld conference in DC. We can’t wait to see everyone next year in Montreal! #AIEA2015 🍁🍁

Søren Peterson @SorenMPeterson · Feb 18
Unlike DC, Montréal knows how to handle snow. Bring on the poutine for next year! #AIEA2015

Kirsten Kazlauskas @kazlaukc · Feb 18
"I am not from Canada but some of my best friends are. Viva @TimHortons!"
Appropriate advice at #AIEA2015 from keynote speaker @WajahatAli
Gen Next Education @gennextedu · Feb 18
@WajahatAli: Accidental Activist! Has the crowd eating out of his hand at closing plenary #AIEA2015 #funny #insightful #thoughtprovoking

Søren Peterson @SorenMPetersen · Feb 18
@WajahatAli is both hilarious & thought-provoking. #AIEA2015 @ajam @AJAMStream

Betsy Morgan @Morgan_betsy · Feb 18
AMAZING plenary at #AIEA2015

Søren Peterson @SorenMPetersen · Feb 18
"Am I boring you guys?" -@WajahatAli #AIEA2015

Jennifer Humphries @JJNHumphries · Feb 18
Wajahat Ali: we are privileged people in a privileged position to empower the next generation thru learning #AIEA2015 - great presentation!
emilie romero @EmilieRomero7 · Feb 18
There are two ways to share knowledge. You can push information out or you can pull them in with a story. #AIEA2015 #StorytellingForGood

Etudier au Québec @EtudesauQuebec · Feb 19
On parle de nous aux States ! Merci à @QtWashington @AmbCanEUA #AIEA2015